
VOICE OF MATTHEW: “The King & His New Community of God” 
 

In this series we will see how Matthew (1) strengthens people’s memory of Jesus by writing out the story of his life, (2) traces 
God’s epic plan for the Jewish people straight to the arrival of Jesus and his kingdom, and (3) arranges Jesus’ teachings into 5 
big “People-Building Talks” so different traditions can utilize his words to debate and imagine a community together. 
 

 [study #1 covering selections in Matthew] 
 Matthew’s Agenda 

 

 
 

ACTION #1… IMAGINE!   
 

Imagine a city like Jerusalem, 30 years after Jesus, where the Christians are a growing mix of people with 
DIFFERENT traditions and ethnicities (traditional Hebrews, Greek-Hebrews, Samaritans, and even Gentiles) who 
meet in DIFFERENT house churches from each other, have DIFFERENT styles, and are simultaneously trying to 
stay “relatable” even to the Jewish synagogue across the street. Imagine all the diversity and the challenges! 
 

Now imagine that the apostle Matthew decides to write an account that “bundles” Jesus’ best SAYINGS 
together into 5 big TALKS so that different kinds of people can meet up 5 times to debate how to use Jesus’ 
own WORDS as the basis for building a totally new kind of community for God. Voila, now you have the book of 
Matthew! As a group right now, read the Series Summary at the very very top, then everyone share: which of 
Matthew’s 3 “agendas” for writing this book interests you the most, and why? 

 
 
ACTION #2. Look up these passages—Matthew 7:28 … 
11:1 … 13:53 … 19:1 … 26:1—and then discuss: 
 

• identify the basic word-formula Matthew uses to 
mark each one of Jesus’ 5 major “talking” sections. 

• read just the theme titles on the right and have 
each person in your group share which of Jesus’ 5 
BIG-TALKS interests you the most and why.  

• which of these themes do you think could 
especially help Christians “build a people” together 
in today’s times?  

 
 
ACTION #3. So who is this Matthew anyway? Read Matthew 9:9-13 and then discuss: 
 

• what do you think Matthew himself was like—before, during, and after coming to know Jesus? 
• how might he be uniquely qualified to record Jesus’ teachings for different kinds of people to read? 

 
ACTION #4. Discuss: what are you expecting to learn or get out of this 8-week study series; and who is planning 
on reading/journaling the WHOLE book of Matthew by reading the “read ahead” portion each week below? 
 

 
 

READ AHEAD, maybe journal a page on it: Matthew 1:1—3:12 
 

 


